Summary: Building a planter box is a simple way to start gardening. This lesson will help students build their own planter box using a few simple items they can get at any hardware or garden store, or by upcycling things they have already.

Time: 60-90 minutes

Materials:
See the Create Your Own: Planter Box visual (attached below) to determine what materials you will use.

Teacher Notes:
- This lesson was developed for Edible Schoolyard Project’s Understanding Organic curriculum and is part of the extension inquiries.
Imagine that building a planter box is like cooking a flexible recipe—the supplies and ingredients you start with are flexible, and so is the path to your final product. Whether you use a pot, a bag, or an old dresser drawer, they’ll all hold soil.

Like any recipe, there are a few key steps for success. First, **make sure there are holes in the bottom of your container** so that the soil can drain. Soil that is too wet can hurt some plant roots. You’ll also want to figure out a **watering system**. This can be as simple as watering by hand every few days, or you can take the time to set up a water-efficient irrigation system or olla system that will save you time later on.

**DO:** Complete the **Create Your Own: Planter Box** process (attached below) by following each step and making your own choices. If you want to learn more about some of the options presented, check out the link in the student notes below.

**RECORD:** Write down your “recipe” by coloring in the items you choose (or drawing in something you used instead of the options on the sheet).

**REFLECT:** Answer the following questions:

- Are you using any organic practices to grow plants in your planter?
- Do you consider your planter box organic? Why or why not?

**ENJOY:** Place your planter in a sunny spot and watch your plants flourish and grow!

**REFLECT ON CONNECTIONS:** Consider the ways you might connect to and join the work of planting gardens in your community. Use your **Circles of Connections** worksheet to answer the following questions:

- Where do you observe the practice of gardening in your community?
- Is gardening important in your life? Do you think that gardening is important in your community? Explain your answers.
- If you wanted to increase the role of gardening in your community, how would you do it? What are some actions you could take?

**Student Notes:** To learn about the organic nutrients that you might want to apply to your plants see the “READ” section of the **Create Your Own: Planter Box** lesson.
CREATE YOUR OWN: PLANTER BOX

[VISUAL]

Create your own: Planter Box

1. Choose a container:
   - Wooden box
   - Old dresser drawer
   - Pot

2. Drill cut holes in the bottom for drainage

3. Line it with cloth so that soil doesn’t spill out:
   - Dish towel
   - Cheese cloth
   - Old t-shirt
   - Burlap

4. Fill with potting soil mixed with compost

5. Add some organic nutrients:
   - Worm castings
   - Seaweed
   - Fish emulsion
   - Kelp meal

6. Choose a watering system:
   - Drip irrigation
   - Hand watering

7. Direct seed or transplant your favorite plants

8. Keep watering and keep growing!